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Cards and Castles is a time-traveling, city-
building, micro-strategy game. Help your

heroes to build up their popularity by
organizing events, meetings and battles.
Craft your city to its fullest potential and
defend it from invading players. - Time

Travel: Take over the destinies of the brave
heroes in past, present and future. Unveil

the fate of your empire by changing its
history. - City Builder: Start from scratch
and plan the city of your dreams. Design

amazing buildings and decorations for your
citizens to meet their goals. - Micro-

Strategy Game: Deploy your characters
and heroes to deal damage to your
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opponents. Coordinate them carefully to
gain the upper hand. Join the Cards and
Castles community: - Subscribe to the

Cards and Castles' newsletter to receive
the latest updates on the game. - Leave a

review on the App Store or Google Play
Store. - Join our official Facebook group for
discussion. IMPORTANT: The game is free-

to-play, however in-app purchases are
available. Learn more on Version 1.4.0

"Agent Slay is a fast-paced, action shooter
where you take on the role of an FBI agent
trying to bring down one of the world’s top

cyber criminals. Defeat your enemies,
outsmart them, and prove that you’re a

real hero of Silicon Valley!" Download the
game for free on Google Play Store:

Version 1.3.0 "Agent Slay is a fast-paced,
action shooter where you take on the role
of an FBI agent trying to bring down one of

the world’s top cyber criminals. Defeat
your enemies, outsmart them, and prove
that you’re a real hero of Silicon Valley!"
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Version 1.2.0 "Agent Slay is a fast-paced,
action shooter where you take on the role
of an FBI agent trying to bring down one of

the world’s top cyber criminals. Defeat
your enemies, outsmart them, and prove
that you’re a real hero of Silicon Valley!"

"Agent Slay is a fast-paced, action shooter
where you take on the role of an FBI agent

trying to bring down one of the world’
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Alchemy Emporium Features Key:
Help Evan and Elsa’s brother, Jake, save the world.

Play as or against the Brotherhood of Evil as you compete for domination of the world.
Fight the forces of the Master alongside Evan and Elsa.

Use cunning strategy and teamwork to defeat your enemies.
Explore virtual worlds with over 200 missions, 20 different building types (storage, shipyard,

factories, research labs, etc.), 150 upgradable attachments, and 43 NPC factions to influence.

The world has been taken over by the Brotherhood of Evil. Now it’s up to you to see that the free world has a
future, and combat the Brotherhood of Evil to ensure that it is saved.

WORLD UNIQUE

This game focuses a lot of time and effort to make every building type in the game unique, and features the
game’s first virtual world to come to life using the same technology it will be released in. You’ll feel like
you’re stepping into an actual universe through the Illumination Engine of the game.

UNIQUELY BRAND NEW GAMEPLAY

Features new strategic choices you have never seen before with the Brotherhood of Evil! Complete your
quests as Evan or Elsa. The decisions you make will ultimately determine who leads the Brotherhood.
Decisions you make with your new followers or the renegade soldiers may change the entire direction of the
Brotherhood.
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ENDLESS MULTI-PLAYER

You can play against the AI, NPC factions, or with your friends and team up with them in an effort to defeat
your enemies! You can even play offline as long as you install the game first.

 Key Features: 

Fight against the Brotherhood of Evil and seek to defeat it. When the world is saved, your name and
story will be added to the sourcebook history.
Act as Evan or Elsa as you compete for domination of the world.
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